The Council of The City of Iowa City was present.

Leibold, Police Major

157912 - Juon/amoS

2020 healthy homes month proclamation declaring June as healthy homes month.

Update on how police will be notified of curfews and the consent agenda be placed on file, considered and passed for the record.

Kelley Felchle, City Clerk, read an updated list of officers and employees of the City.


Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-433.

20. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-445.


Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-446.


Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-447.


Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-448.

32. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-449.

34. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-450.

36. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-451.

38. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-452.

41. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-453.

43. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-454.

45. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-455.

47. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-456.

50. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-457.

52. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-458.

54. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-459.

56. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-460.

58. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-461.

60. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-462.

62. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-463.

64. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-464.

66. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-465.

68. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-466.

70. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-467.

72. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-468.

74. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-469.

76. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-470.

78. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-471.

80. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-472.

82. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-473.

84. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-474.

86. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-475.

88. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-476.

90. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-477.

92. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-478.

94. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-479.

96. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-480.

98. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-481.

100. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-482.

102. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-483.

104. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-484.

106. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-485.

108. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-486.

110. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-487.

112. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-488.

114. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-489.

116. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-490.

118. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-491.

120. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-492.

122. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-493.

124. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-494.

126. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-495.

128. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-496.

130. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-497.

132. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-498.

134. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-499.

136. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-500.

138. Resolution approving amendment to contract no. 20601, bidder bid security bid amount.

Resolution adopted and upon approval by mayor assigned no. 2020-501.